ANOTHER PIONEERING EFFORT FROM
'LASWEB' - THISTIME, IN THE FIELDOF SOCIAL
HEALTHCARE
Legal Aid Services - West Bengal (LASWEB)is a
leading NGO (Non Government Organization)
engaged for almost two decades in reaching

speedy justice to the needy. It has organized free
legal aid camps/clinics amongstthe poor, conducted
numerousLOKADALATS.

A RAYOF HOPEFORTHENEEDY!
PACEMAKERSARE NOW WITHIN THE REACHOF
THEPOOR.
'LASWEB' SETSUP THE FIRSTPACEMAKERBANK
TO ENTITLE POOR PATIENTSALSO TO HAVE
PACEMAKERS
INSTALLED
AT SUBSIDISED
COSTS.

THELATEST
PROJECT
OF 'LASWEB':
A PACEMAKER BANK _m Yes, the name is derived
from similar set-ups like the Blood Bank, Eye Bank etc.
But there is a big difference. Unlike the other types of
'Medical Banks', the 'Pacemaker Bank' being set up
under the auspices of 'LASWEB', will aim at providing.
life saving pacemakers donated/surrendered
by
self/family

members of the original

recipients, to

other patients who wish to live on but can't afford the
prohibitive cost of about Rs 1 lakh needed for
implantation of a new pacemaker. 'LASWEB' has
conducted surveys among different cross-sections of
society, ranging from desperate patients to motivated
and socially committed doctors, and dealers of
pacemakers, before embarking upon such a novel
and hitherto untried venture. Tremendous response
has been generated and prospective donors and
recipients have forced us to prepone the date of
launching the scheme. All have welcomed the noble

idea of giving an extension of life to the needy, at

nominal costs ranging between Rs.15,OOO/-and
Rs.20,OOO/-, by recycling partially used pacemakers
surrendered by family members of the original
recipients.
Needless to mention, only such
pacemakers would be reused by doctors which are
considered usable, and that too, after proper
sterilization and by using new lead wires.
Doctors have come forward in offering to undertake
the re-implantation
operation,
without any
professional fees. Dealers of pacemakers would test,
programme these pacemakers and render other
services free of cost. Hospitals have been approached
to provide the operation theatres and other facilities,
free of cost. The only unavoidable cost which would
have to be borne by fresh recipients of these
surrendered pacemakers would therefore be the cost
of new lead wires and medicines.
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WHATISA PACEMAKER?
A pacemaker is actually a two-part system that is
implanted during a usually minor operation.
The two parts are:

.

the pulse generator,
pacemaker.

.

the pacing lead or leads (some systems use one
lead while others require two leads).

commonly

called

the

The pulse generator controls the pacing system. It

0::.

contains the battery and electronic circuitry which
produce the electrical impulses as needed and act as
the system "brain". A typical pulse generator is of a
very small size; often less than five centimetres wide
and six millimetresthick. Most weigh about 30 grams
or less.
Usually the pulse generator is implanted in the upper
chest (on either side of the body) just below the skin
near the collarbone.
The pacing leads are thin, specially insulated wires,
inserted through a vein to connect the pacemaker to
your heart. They conduct electrical impulses from the
pulse generator to the heart and carry ,information
from your heart to the pacemaker 'brain'.

HOW DOESA PACEMAKER
HELPYOU?
Your heart has its own natural pacing system which
uses tiny electrical impulses to control its rate and
rhythm. An artificial pacemaker monitors your heart's
rate rhythm, producing the electrical impulses when
your own heart does not.
A pacemaker uses only a very tiny amount of
electricity - similar to that used by a healthy heart.
Therefore, a pacemaker helps you by restoring proper
heart rate and rhythm which, in turn, helps you feel
better. Many pacemaker patients find that they are
able to resume activities that they had previously been
forced to discontinue.

WHY DO YOU NEEDA PACEMAKER?
'Most

pacemakers

are

recommended

when

an

individual experiences symptoms that are due to an
inappropriately

slow heart rate.

There are many causes of a slow heart rate. The two
most common causes involve diseases of the heart's
own electrical condition ('wiring') system.

These diseases can cause your heart to :

.
.
.

beat too slowly - all the time

beat too slowly - occasionally
beat too slowly or too quickly - at different times.

When any of these things happen, your heart does
not pump enough blood to meet your body's needs.
As a result, you may feel tired, weak, sluggish, dizzy,

light-headed and short of breath.

.

AN APPEAL
WE APPEAL TO ALL SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS
PERSONS WHO ARE EITHERUSING PACEMAKERS
AT PRESENTOR ARE HAVING IDLEPACEMAKERS,
TO DONATE THEM AND CONTRIBUTETO THE
CAUSE.

WE ALSO APPEAL TO ALL INDIVIDUALS AND
CORPORATEHOUSES TO PLEASEDONATE FOR
THISNOBLECAUSE.

ALLDONATIONS.
TO LEGAL AID SERVICES-WEST
BENGAL WILL BE GRATEFULLY
ACKNOWLEDGED
AND EXEMPTEDFROM INCOME TAX UNDER
SECTION 35AC AND SECTION 80G OF
I.T.ACT, 1961.

.

Donations may please be given by Cheque or Draft in favour
of "LEGALAID SERVICES-WESTBENGAL"

For details please contact :
ILASWEB1
5, Kiron Shankar Roy Road, (Grd. Floor)
Calcutta - 700001
phones: 2211049 & 2210742

ADVISORS
TOtASWEB'PACEMAKER
BANK
Dr. K.B.Baksi
Dr. Saibal Gupta

Dr. Abani Biswas

B

LEGALAID SERVICES
- WESTBENGAL

"LASWEB"
5, K.S. ROY ROAD, (Ground Floor), CALCUTTA - 700001
phones: 2211049 & 2210742,
Telefax: 91-33-2211049 Fax: 91-33-2479593
e-mail: navneet@cal.vsnl.nel.in
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